Evidence of social learning in black-and-white ruffed lemurs (Varecia variegata)
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Although many studies have examined social learning capabilities in apes and monkeys, experiments involving prosimians remain largely absent. We investigated the potential for social learning in black-and-white ruffed lemurs using a two-action foraging task. Eight individuals were divided into two experimental groups and exposed to conspecifics using one of two techniques to access food. Subjects were then given access to the apparatus and their retrieval techniques were recorded and compared. All subjects made their first retrieval using the technique they observed being demonstrated, and there were significant differences between the two groups in their overall response patterns. These results suggest that prosimians are capable of social learning and that additional long-term studies may reveal the presence of behavioural traditions similar to those found in other primates.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Social learning is an important cognitive skill that allows an animal to acquire information about its environment through the observation of conspecifics rather than through trial-and-error learning. As such, social learning has been investigated in several animal taxa, but has been an area of particular interest in the study of non-human primates [1]. One reason for such extensive interest in this topic among primatologists is that social learning is thought to play a central role in the spread and maintenance of group-specific traditions, or ‘cultures’, a characteristic once thought to be uniquely human [2]. Perhaps not surprisingly, some of the most compelling evidence for non-human culture can be found among the apes, with both chimpanzees and orangutans exhibiting an impressive number of behavioural traditions [3,4]. Although relatively few monkey species have been studied extensively enough to allow for cross-community comparisons, in-depth studies of both Japanese macaques and white-faced capuchins have revealed a more modest number of traditions [5].

Despite the attention that such findings have generated, the field of cultural primatology remains very much in its infancy. Indeed, there is much debate in the literature over how ‘culture’ ought to be defined, making it difficult to reach a consensus regarding which animals exhibit it [2,5]. Less contentious is the idea that social learning is a necessary precursor to culture; therefore, a critical investigation of social learning across phylogenetically diverse species can provide important information on the evolutionary origin of culture, as well as the cognitive and socioecological factors that may precede it.

Prosimians, the most primitive evolutionary branch of primates, have been largely ignored in studies of social learning. This lack of attention is probably, in part, a result of early reports suggesting that lemurs do not possess many of the cognitive abilities present in other primates [6]. Nevertheless, some recent studies suggest that lemur cognitive abilities are more developed than previously thought [7–10] and so they may be capable of social learning. Although there have been some observational studies of the social influences on learning in lemurs, experiments focusing specifically on the social transmission of information remain limited [11–15].

In this study, our goal was to experimentally examine social learning in black-and-white ruffed lemurs (Varecia variegata) using a two-action foraging task [16]. The methodology involves first training a demonstrator to retrieve food from an apparatus using one of two possible techniques, in this case either by lifting or swinging a hinged door. After observing a demonstrator using one technique, subjects are given access to the apparatus with both techniques available for use. If there is a reliable bias in favour of the observed action rather than the alternative method, the observer is said to have acquired the behaviour socially [16]. It is important to note that our focus here was not to determine the specific type of social learning taking place (imitation, emulation, etc.) but rather to investigate lemurs’ abilities to engage in social learning in general.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Subjects

A family group of nine black-and-white ruffed lemurs housed at Zoo Atlanta served as subjects. Animals were divided into two test groups: Lift group (IA, KA, PO and PH) and Swing group (ML, MN, LU and UM). Both groups contained adults and juveniles. An additional individual (MV) acted only as a demonstrator. Testing occurred in their indoor enclosure, which was divided into multiple rooms and thus enabled individual animals to be isolated from one another during testing. All subjects had access to their usual daily diet throughout testing.

(b) Apparatus

The experimental apparatus consisted of a 30 cm tube of 3 inch diameter PVC (polyvinyl chloride) capped at both ends, with a 3.5 cm opening cut in the centre through which subjects could retrieve food (figure 1). There were two methods through which subjects could access the opening—either by lifting a lightweight aluminum hinge (Lift) or by sliding a circular piece of aluminum to the left (Swing). The Swing was mounted on top of the Lift so that both covered the same opening, but could not be used simultaneously. Both actions could be closed and locked to restrict usage to a single action during demonstrator training or observation sessions. The apparatus was loaded with food and mounted in the subjects’ enclosure at the start of each session and removed immediately following each session. All sessions were a minimum of 10 min in length.
apparatus with the Lift open. (average and we then began testing individuals in physical and visual isolation quickly clear that the demonstrator was monopolizing the apparatus, and both actions available (testing sessions); however, it was demonstrator and four observers were then given access to the apparatus made an average of 25 successful retrievals per session. Both the 2.5 m wall of wire mesh for 13 observation sessions. The demonstrator made an average of 12 successful retrievals per session. Each individual was then visually and physically isolated from the group and given access to the apparatus, with both actions available, for three testing sessions. Fewer testing sessions were used under this condition because individuals needed to be available to move to another institution.

(ii) Swing group
All subjects were shown only the Swing method by the demonstrators. Because of housing changes (i.e. the need to subgroup while inside) and an illness in MV, multiple individuals (IA, KA, ML and UM) acted as demonstrators. Individuals only served as demonstrators after completing all of their own testing sessions. Because several of the demonstrators had previously been exposed to the Lift technique, only the Swing method was available during all observation sessions. Subjects were given visual access to a demonstrator as described above for a minimum of 10 (up to 15) observation sessions. Demonstrators made an average of 12 successful retrievals per session. Each individual was then visually and physically isolated from the group and given access to the apparatus, with both actions available, for three testing sessions. Fewer testing sessions were used

3. RESULTS
IA, KA, PO and PH (Lift group) observed the demonstrator manipulate the apparatus for a total of 12 (6.2%), 37 (19.0%), 44 (22.5%) and 38 (19.3%) min, respectively. ML, MN, LU and UM (Swing group) observed the demonstrator(s) manipulate the apparatus for a total of 16 (25.5%), 3 (4.6%), 4 (5.3%) and 9 (20.6%) min, respectively. We found a significant positive correlation between the amount of time spent observing a model and copying fidelity (e.g. the per cent of responses that matched the demonstrated method. There were significant differences in both experimental groups made their first retrieval attempts (which were all successful) using the demonstrated method. There were significant differences between the two experimental groups in the percentage of lift/swing + lift (Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test, \( z = -2.309, p = 0.029 \)). Figure 2 shows the per cent of all retrievals using the Swing and Lift for each individual. Although all four Lift subjects maintained a high degree of copying fidelity across testing sessions, only two of the Swing subjects were observed to do so (table 1).

4. DISCUSSION
Using a two-action paradigm, the current study found evidence of social learning in black-and-white ruffed lemurs. All of the experimental subjects used the demonstrated technique on their very first attempt, which is considered an important indication of social
learning [17]. Furthermore, the two experimental groups showed significant differences in the percentage of retrievals made using the two different methods. Although a recent open diffusion study by Kendal et al. [15] found evidence of social learning in ring-tailed lemurs using a similar two-action foraging task, it only pertained to which of three variations on the Lift technique was used. Thus, this is the first lemur study to find evidence of social learning on a two-action task that is similar to what has been observed in other primate species [16].

Despite clear evidence of social learning, the low level of copying fidelity shown by two of the Swing subjects makes it unlikely that a pattern of distinct behavioural traditions, as has been observed in other primates [16,18], would have been maintained. This could be a result of the two individuals’ limited observation time, as suggested by the positive relationship between time spent observing and copying fidelity. Alternatively, this task was also easy to solve (pilot data found response frequencies on the Swing and Lift in naïve animals were roughly equivalent), and Kendal et al. [15] reported a potential underlying bias towards the Lift method among ring-tailed lemurs. In a more complex task where spontaneous discovery of a preferred method was less likely, we might expect to see greater fidelity. Finally, these findings could reflect a qualitative difference between lemurs and other primates in the degree to which social learning influences behaviour. These questions are ones that future research should address.

The results presented here indicate that neglecting to include prosimians in studies of cognition results in an incomplete picture of social learning processes and the origin of behavioural traditions. Because prosimians represent a link between anthropoids and other mammals, cognitive studies of lemurs can uniquely contribute to the debate regarding whether instances of social learning within the Primate order, as well as the wider mammalian taxon, are the result of convergent evolution or common ancestry. In addition, our results suggest that interpopulation behavioural traditions, like those observed in other wild primates [2,5], may be present in wild populations of lemurs. Hopefully, additional long-term field studies can answer this question and thus shed further light on the evolution of culture.

All experiments comply with animal care and safety laws and were approved by Zoo Atlanta’s scientific review board.


